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An introduction to the ecology and evolution of biodiversity



Jean-François Le Galliard CNRS, Ecole normale supérieure, France



W ork plan 1. Concepts and m easures 1. 2. 3. 4.



Definitions M easurem ents and com parisons Ex am ples of m ethods and data From patterns to processes



2. Levels and trends of biodiversity 3. Spatial distribution of biodiversity



1.1. Definitions



Definition of “biodiversity”



A measure of variation in the diversity of life in the ecosystem, also sometimes summarized as “the degree of variation of life” (United Nations Environment Program)



The concept of biodiversity encapsulates all forms of diversity among organisms in a given ecosystem but it is sometimes convenient to consider four separate components of biodiversity • molecular diversity which refers to DNA diversity in the genomes of organisms of the same species (e.g., neutral molecular diversity) • morphological diversity of organisms of the same species, which result from the interaction between molecular and habitat diversity • taxonomic diversity often measured by species diversity • ecological diversity viewed from the perspective of communities and ecosystems where species play different roles



Biodiversity is ... “Biological diversity is the variety of life forms at all levels of biological systems (i.e., molecular, organismic, population, species and ecosystem)...” (Wilcox 1984) “Biological diversity is the variability among living organisms from all sources, including terrestrial, marine, and other aquatic ecosystems, and the ecological complexes of which they are part: this includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems“ (United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity) “Biological diversity – or biodiversity – is the term given to the variety of life on Earth. It is the variety within and between all species of plants, animals and micro-organisms and the ecosystems within which they live and interact. Biodiversity comprises all the millions of different species that live on our planet, as well as the genetic differences within species. It also refers to the multitude of different ecosystems in which species form unique communities, interacting with one another and the air, water and soil” (Swingland, 2011 in Encyclopedia of Biodiversity)



Biodiversity does ... “Biodiversity is the foundation of life on Earth. It is crucial for the functioning of ecosystems which provide us with products and services without which we couldn’t live. Oxygen, food, fresh water, fertile soil, medicines, shelter, protection from storms and floods, stable climate and recreation - all have their source in nature and healthy ecosystems. But biodiversity gives us much more than this. We depend on it for our security and health; it strongly affects our social relations and gives us freedom and choice.” (IUCN, 2014) “Biodiversity—the diversity of genes, populations, species, communities, and ecosystems—underlies all ecosystem processes. Ecological processes interacting with the atmosphere, geosphere, and hydrosphere determine the environment on which organisms, including people, depend. Direct benefits such as food crops, clean water, clean air, and aesthetic pleasures all depend on biodiversity, as does the persistence, stability, and productivity of natural systems.” (Millenium Ecosystem Assessment)



“Biodiversity” is recent concept in biology First used as “biological diversity” by Raymond F. Dassmann in A different kind of country (1968), a book about conservation biology and later introduced in the scientific community by Thomas Lovejoy in his textbook Conservation biology First contraction of the term into “biodiversity” attributed to W. G. Rosen in National Forum on Biological Diversity (1986) and first appearance in a publication from E. O. Wilson proceedings of that forum. Often attributed to E. O. Wilson in the scientific community. Raymond F. Dassmann



Edward O.Wilson



Edward O.Wilson, editor, Frances M.Peter, associate editor, Biodiversity, National Academy Press, March 1988



Growing awareness of biodiversity in public policies: emergence of new concepts Earth Summit in Rio (1992) • 168 countries signed a strategy for “sustainable development” • the strategy included three components, namely (1) the conservation of biological diversity, (2) the sustainable use of its elements, and (3) the fair share of all advantages derived from the use of genetic resources, for commercial purposes for example Dual definition of biodiversity as a measure of biological diversity and a valuable resource for the growth and welfare of human societies Ecological or ecosystem services: “Ecosystem services are the suite of benefits that ecosystems provide to humanity.” “The most unique feature of Earth is the existence of life, and the most extraordinary feature of life is its diversity. Approximately 9 million types of plants, animals, protists and fungi inhabit the Earth. So, too, do 7 billion people. Two decades ago, at the first Earth Summit, the vast majority of the world's nations declared that human actions were dismantling the Earth's ecosystems, eliminating genes, species and biological traits at an alarming rate. This observation led to the question of how such loss of biological diversity will alter the functioning of ecosystems and their ability to provide society with the goods and services needed to prosper.” (Cardinale et al., Nature 2012)



Why is biodiversity valuable ? Biodiversity is a source of three major ecological services (instrumental value) • provisioning services such as the production of food, water or wood • regulating and supporting services such as climate regulation, carbon cycle, freshwater quality regulation, or disease control • cultural services which represent the value of ecosystem for human cultural activities Such services “offered” to human societies and amenable to economic calculations are sometimes opposed to the intrinsic value of life, independent of any human concern.



WWF Living Planet Report 2012



Why is biodiversity valuable ?



Genetic diversity in crops and livestocks, genetic resistance to pathogens



Fish stocks Diversity of plant species, community diversity in soil microbes



Forest succession stages



© Millenium Ecosystem Assessment



1.2 M easurem ents and com parisons of biodiversity



Biodiversity is a “state of nature” The variation in the diversity of life in a given area at a given time period represented by • the variety : reflects the number of different types • the quantity and quality : reflects how much there is any one type • the distribution: reflects where an attribute of biodiversity is located Example for bird species 10,000 species known on Earth



Hierarchical structure of life implies several levels of biodiversity Distribution



Noss. 1990. Indicators for monitoring biodiversity: A hierarchical approach. Conservation Biology, 4: 355 - 364. Adapted in http://www.fao.org/gtos/tems/mod-div.jsp



Species-centred definition of biodiversity The diversity in the number and abundance of species “L’espèce comme maître étalon, niveau fondamental de la biodiversité” (G. Escarguel) “I will not consider bacteria because the species concept does not apply to them” (R. May)



Metrics of species biodiversity: richness and evenness



Species richness = number of different species in an ecological community Species evenness = a measure of the equality of numerical abundance of species in a community Species diversity = a composite measure of species richness and evenness



Pros and cons of species richness data Provides the most common data at large spatial and temporal scales Can inform on species turnover (extinction-immigration) and ecologyevolution Only one level of biodiversity is investigated Does not account for variation in species abundance and functions Species concept difficult to apply in some cases and up to 12 definitions in practice



Species-centred biodiversity metrics Species richness



S = total number of species where pi is the relative abundance of species i



Species diversity = inverse of the weighted average of species proportional abundance
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q = weighting coefficient (higher values weigh more the abundant species)
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Species richness
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Shannon diversity index a measure of uncertainty in predicting species identity of individuals



S



λ = ∑ p 2 = 1 D(2) i =1 i



Simpson diversity index (1949) a measure of the probability of equivalence between two entities taken at random



Species-centred biodiversity metrics



http://sciencebitz.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/two-ecosystems.png



Ecosystems A and B have the same species richness Abundance are more uneven-heterogeneous in ecosystem B than in ecosystem A Ecosystem A has a higher “species diversity” index than ecosystem B



Species abundance curves (at same trophic level) are asymmetric Log-normal distribution of species abundance in tropical trees 50 ha forest plots in Panama; 225 species, 21457 individuals Most tree species are rare



Few tree species are abundant



Igor Volkov, Jayanth R. Banavar, Stephen P. Hubbell and Amos Maritan. Neutral theory and relative species abundance in ecology. Nature 424, 1035-1037



Example of varying species abundance curve successional stages



Early stages: little diversity, structured community, dominance relationships



Late stages: more diversity, less structured community, balanced abundance



From Bazzaz. Ecology. 1975



Consequences for ecosystem functioning Estimation of local density (1° cells) from 1430 tree plots Mean rank – log(abundance) plots for 4962 species Estimate of 100 billions trees and 16,000 species – 227 “hyperdominant” species Observed data



Extrapolation



Ter Steege et al. Hyperdominance in the Amazonian Tree Flora. Science. 2013



Diversity in space: alpha, beta and gamma diversity Total species diversity is the sum of local species diversity and differentiation among habitats (Whittaker, 1960 and 1972)



Local diversity: α Differentiation among habitats: β Global diversity: γ



Diversity indices vs. biodiversity indicators Summarizes complex information on species diversity in a single metric and allows to communicate – Must be robust, must have a clear proximate basis, must be easy to understand and use Indicator species



Flagship species



Keystone species



Umbrella species



Keystone species and conservation



Top predators and interaction networks



Direct effects • Predation on elk • Predation on coyotes (mesopredators) Indirect effects • Predation release on pronghorn and small mammals • Herbivore release on woody plants • Positive effects on scavangers and bears • Changes in habitat and stream morphology beneficial for some birds, beavers, some plants and some amphibians



Ripple, W.J., Beschta, R.L., Fortin, J.K. and C.T. Robbins. 2013. Trophic cascades from wolves to grizzly bears in Yellowstone. Journal of Animal Ecology



Biodiversity indicator based on multiple species and conservation status (IUCN data) Classification of endangered species into threat tables • Red list of threatened species • Composite score based on population size and area, trends, and extinction probabilities • Expert based with taxonomic and regional working groups • Constantly updated Categories • Least concern • Near threatened • Vulnerable • Endangered • Critically endangered • Extinct in the wild • Extinct © E. Porcher



1.3 Ex am ples of sam pling m ethods and data



Example of a sampling method: rarefaction curves for species richness Direct count of bird species in two habitats at random sampling points



Species accumulation with sample size : allows to compare habitats independently from abundance and sampling effort



Jordan M. Casey, Marie E. Wilson, Nicholas Hollingshead, and David G. Haskell, “The Effects of Exurbanization on Bird and Macroinvertebrate Communities in Deciduous Forests on the Cumberland Plateau, Tennessee,” International Journal of Ecology, vol. 2009, Article ID 539417, 10 pages, 2009. doi:10.1155/2009/539417



Example of a sampling method: species area survey Focal observation of bird species at 89 randomly chosen sampling points



Example of the spatial distribution of one bird species



Statistical methods to reconstruct distribution maps (interpolation)



http://www.suttoncenter.org/pages/survey_results_0



Example: acoustic survey of species diversity



Measure of acoustic diversity (wave spectrum) with various peaks and band widths – data from New-Caledonia



From Sueur et al. 2012 in Sensors for ecology



Example: human micro-biome project Sampling of several subjects with technical replicates and two methods (16S and whole-genome sequencing)



Consortium, T. H. M. P. 2012. Structure, function and diversity of the healthy human microbiome. Nature 486: 207-214.



Example: human micro-biome project Alpha diversity (within a person) = substantial variation among individuals and heterogeneity among habitats (high diversity in mouth and low in vagina)



Consortium, T. H. M. P. 2012. Structure, function and diversity of the healthy human microbiome. Nature 486: 207-214.



Example: human micro-biome project Beta diversity (among subjects) = generally weak except on the skin, contributes little to total diversity



Consortium, T. H. M. P. 2012. Structure, function and diversity of the healthy human microbiome. Nature 486: 207-214.



1.4 Biodiversity: from patterns to processes



Biodiversity is a “historical, dynamical process”: speciation and extinction



Biodiversity is a “historical, dynamical process”: speciation-extinction in the ecological theatre



Phylogeny-centred definition of biodiversity



Credit: Brent Mishler/UC Berkeley



Network structure of ecosystems implies a functional definition of biodiversity Lake ecosystem



Forest ecosystem



Trait-based definition of biodiversity and the role of habitat diversity Freshwater habitat



Terrestrial forest habitat



Degraded



Pristine



From Naeem et al. 2012 in Science



Coupling of ecosystem functioning, trophic structure and biodiversity Laws of mass and energy balance allow to couple biogeochemical cycles with network structure and all components of biodiversity Above: element cycles Below: trophic networks with decomposers, procaryote symbionts, primary producers, herbivores and predators



From Naeem et al. 2012 in Science



2. P ast and recent dynam ics of biodiversity



How many species on Earth ? The tree of life currently includes about 10 million species on Earth including about 2 million species of Eukaryota



From Naeem et al. 2012 in Science



Most of life biodiversity is made up of procaryotes High phylogenetic diversity in bacteria and archaea with a 3 billion years life of diversification on Earth High metabolic diversity of procaryotes relative to animals and plants Extremely broad environmental conditions including high pressure, high temperature and acidic habitats Strong contributors to biogeochemical cycles such a decomposition and recycling, or photosynthesis in aquatic environments “The invisible biodiversity” From Nee 2004 in Nature



Most taxonomic diversity still remains unknown to science Most species of Eukaryota are still unknown (and may disappear before they are discovered) and we discover them at an annual rate of ca. 15,000 species



© Millenium Ecosystem Assessment



We found 18,000 “new” species in 2014



Top ten list of new species in 2014 according to International Institute for Species Exploration - previously unknown mammal from forests of South America - anemone species living under Antarctica shelf discovered during a drilling campaign - tree species from Thailand (25,000 individuals) - cave species of shrimp (< 3 mm) from California - new color form of Penicillium isolated from Tunisia - a rare, leaf-tailed gecko from Australia - a cave species of land snail from Croatia with only one known individual - a tiny parasitoid wasp species from Costa Rica - a carnivorous giant protist ( 50-75% of the species richness has disappeared (Sepkoski & Raup 1982) – in marine fossils, the background extinction rate amounts to 2-5 taxa per million years



The “Big Five” Mass extinction crisis Causes of mass extinction are multiple and some are still debated Some mass extinction have been short-term and some have lasted longer



Barnoski et al. Nature 2011.



More recent: late Pleistocene extinction of megafauna (1,000-100,000 years)



Trends and extremes in “extinction rates”



Sepkoski's Compendium of Marine Fossil Animal Genera (2002)



Comparison of background rates with current rates of extinction



Fossil records



Current records



Time – taxonomic data of fossils Time intervals of Myears



Direct measurement of extinction rates Indirect measurements through models



Statistical analysis of appearance – disappearance rates and correction of estimates



Statistical analysis and correction for sampling biases and taxonomic representativeness



Extinction rates over Myears Time bins including peaks and valleys of extinction-speciation rates



Extinction rates over centuries-decades Typically one contemporary estimate



Comparison corrected for time interval and heterogeneity in fossil records



Extinction rates are rising at unprecedented rates in mammals End pleistocene extinction (2.6 My to 12 ky) IUCN projections Confidence curve



Mean



Mean E/MSY = 1.8 Mean 500 y = 28



Recent documented extinction rates



Barnoski et al. Nature 2011.



E/MSY = extinction per million species year



Current extinction rates and mass extinctions Extinct or extinct in the wild (0 to 1%) + Threatened (~ 23 %)



Barnoski et al. Nature 2011.



Less than 240 years to reach 75 % = extinction mass threshold in some taxa



Examples of extinct species



Around 500-1,000 species are known to be extinct since 1500



Examples of “extinct” species in France Phoque moine Ne se reproduit plus sur les côtes Françaises



Brome des Ardennes Jamais revu depuis 1930 mais graines dans la banque du sol



Bouquetin des Pyrénées Sous-espèce disparue par surchasse



Current extinctions and declines are not random: shifts in community composition Non-random phylogenetic distribution of extinct species of birds and mammals (more evolutionary diversity is lost than at random)



Documented declines and extinctions are more frequent in larger species, top-predator species with low population density, slow life history or low fecundity, and small geographical range size in carnivores and primates



Species with restricted ranges such as endemic, island species particularly represented with up to 72 % of known extinct species in some groups (mammals)



Spatial distribution of extinction events



Extinction, declines and biotic homogenization



Human activities have caused the selective removal of most “sensitive” species especially rare species or species at a higher trophic level The end result is more homogenized communities dominated by fewer, more abundant species These patterns cannot be easily seen in species number and require metrics of species dissimilarity and community structure



Future biodiversity scenarios are uncertain about future extinction rates



The Living Planet Index (WWF) Suites of time-series data on populations of fishes, birds, mammals and reptiles for which “good” data are available Fit annual trends with a generalized additive model Average annual trends over populations of the same species



Compute an un-weighted average over all species and rank them relative to the initial value at the beginning of data collection (1970) Compute a weighted average across bio-geographic regions and taxonomic group to correct for unequal sampling of population trajectories, the weighing reflects the actual proportion of known species in each taxonomic group and region Calculation can be done each year or during a given time window Constantly updated by WWF



The Living Planet Index (WWF) Trend for more than 10,000 populations in more than 3,000 species



© WWF, 2014



Species loss and declines parallel biome loss due to habitat destruction



Forests Loss of 40% since 1700 Wetlands Loss of 50% since 1900 Mangroves Loss of 35% Coral reefs Loss of 24% and 25% critically endangered



Agro-genetic diversity has dropped down dramatically



3. Spatial distribution of biodiversity



Biodiversity is not equally distributed in space Measures of species richness and biodiversity taken as a whole are misleading because species and other descriptors of biodiversity such as population and genetic diversity are not equally distributed in space – this distribution is scale and level (e.g., taxonomy, gene) dependent



Understanding why some species, genes or populations are more abundant at one place rather than another has been one major research question in ecology. Distribution patterns may be explained by several factors including • environmental constraints such as climate conditions, soil types, etc • evolutionary history including speciation, adaptive radiations • ecological rules of assemblage of biodiversity, including neutral processes of dispersal and community interactions



Biogeography and ecology Biogeography Explanation of irregular and regular distribution patterns at large spatial scales, including the definitions of biotas, geographic barriers to dispersal and phylogenetic patterns = the history and geography of clade diversification



MACRO-ECOLOGY



Ecology Explanation of irregular and regular distribution patterns at small spatial scales, including the processes of extinction and colonization, maintenance of diversity, interaction networks



Biogeography and ecology Biogeography Dispersal and vicariance



Ecology Niche exclusion and coexistence



http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/news/091001_madagascar Begon et al. Ecology (11th edition)



Biogeography and ecology



Some broad-scale spatial patterns



Gaston. Global patterns of biodiversity. Nature 2000. Map of endemism and richness in plants © Holger Kreft



Species-area relationships Measures of richness for species from the same group (e.g., reptiles, predators) increase with the habitat area



Species-area laws Preston power function log(S ) = log(c) + z × log( A)



More individuals (sampling artefact) More habitats (ecology and niche) More bio-geographical provinces (evolution and origination)



Data corrected for sampling



Species-area curves for ants on New Guinea (a mainland) and the isolated islands nearby. The island curve is steeper (a higher z) than the New Guinea curve.



Area alone is sufficient



Simberloff . 1976. Manipulation of the size of natural mangrove islands



Species-area and insular biogeography



MacArthur & Wilson (1967) The Theory of Island Biogeography From Begon et al. Ecology (11th edition)



Latitudinal patterns of species diversity Measures of richness for species increase from the poles to the equator and are maximal in the tropics = a very general pattern



Latitudinal patterns of species diversity



Grid cells of species richness in birds About 5,000 species included After Orme et al. Nature 2005



Marine prosobranch gastropods About 4,000 species included After Roy et al. PNAS 1998



A multitude of explanations



Class of explanations



Examples of scenarios



“Artefactual”



Species richness increase with geographic area and geographic (continental) areas are lower near the poles



Environmental constraints on ecological processes



High productivity and energy availability at low latitudes High local climate stability and low climate harshness at low latitudes



Evolutionary dynamics



Expansion from refuge towards high latitudes (“out of the tropics” hypothesis) High evolutionary speeds at low latitudes (“cradles” hypothesis) Longer evolutionary history in the tropics (“museums” hypothesis)



Species interactions



More intense species interactions at low latitudes



A multitude of explanations Scenarios



Empirical support



Geographic area



Not a systematic effect in all species tested so far and little evidence that habitat or biome area alone explains the whole pattern



Productivity



Supported by some studies, can be a bimodal relationship between productivity and diversity



Climate stability



Supported by some studies but several exceptions to the rule, can be a bimodal relationship between stability and diversity



Evolutionary dynamics



Recent studies have documented latitudinal clines in extinctionorigination and non-equilibrium immigration patterns



Species interactions



Not well supported



“There is no necessary reason why latitudinal gradients exhibited by taxa as distinct as protozoa and mammals, and in environments as structurally different as the deep sea and tropical forests, need be generated in the same way, whatever the attractions of Occam’s razor. Increasingly it seems that patterns in biodiversity are likely to be generated by several contributory mechanisms. The strongest and most general may be those where all the different mechanisms pull in the same direction.” Kevin Gaston, Nature, 2000.



Some evolutionary scenarios for the cline



Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008 Ecology Letters Jablonski et al. 2006 Science



Independent estimation of extinction, origination and migration in mammals Analysis of phylogenetic and distribution patterns in mammals (over 170 My of evolutionary history) supports on average the out-of-the tropic model



Rolland et al. 2014 Plos Biology



Independent estimation of extinction, origination and migration Diversity patterns are heterogeneous across Mammalian orders



Rodents = slightly more speciation and less extinction Bats = slightly more speciation and less extinction Insectivores = higher speciation rates in tropics Primates = less tropical extinctions Carnivores = balanced speciation and extinction Ungulates, etc = higher speciation rates in tropics Marsupials = higher speciation rates in tropics Hares, etc = more tropical extinctions



Biodiversity hotspots Areas of high endemism relative to their surface and undergoing exceptional loss of habitats (for example, 25 places of 1.4% of the land surface concentrate 44% of the plants species and 35% of four vertebrate group species)



Myers, N. et al. Biodiversity hotspots for conservation priorities. Nature 403, 853 (2000)



Biodiversity hotspots and species richness



Species richness in birds



Endemism richness in birds



Orme et al. Global hotspots of species richness are not congruent with endemism or threat. Nature. 2005



Biodiversity hotspots have complex origins Endemic regions often coincide with isolated habitats such as islands, moutain ranges or inselbergs and with stable, continental habitats with a long-lasting evolutionary history of diversification



Pattern dominated by productivity, climate conditions and latitude



Pattern influenced by habitat structure, fragmentation and insularity, and geographic barriers
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